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The Bastien Piano Basics method is comprised of five completely correlated course books &#x97;
PIANO, THEORY, PERFORMANCE, TECHNIC, and A LINE A DAY SIGHT READING. Bastien
Piano Basics uses a gradual multi-key approach, with reading beginning in the C five-finger position.
Five levels of carefully graded lesson material provide constant opportunities for reinforcing basic
concepts. It's the smoothest, most heart-warming, most entertaining, most musical way to teach
eager youngsters the joys of playing the piano. And comprehensive, page-by-page correlation
makes Bastien Piano Basics remarkably easy to teach!
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My first pick for lesson book (for this age and level), is Bastien Piano Library (traditional) Primer
Piano Lessons, Technic Lessons, and Theory Lessons (three orange books), but they are out of
print and hard to come by. This is Bastien's 'modern' replacement for the Piano Library series.It's
full color and has great cartoons, but the songs don't sound like songs (not even to 5 year olds).
They are repetitive and mundane. The older series does a better job of including familiar folk ditties
and tunes into the primer level books so that the student feels like he or she is learning something
"cool." In addition, the combination Theory and Technic and division of primer level into two
separate primer levels A and B, lengthens the time it takes to learn the material. They do a good job
teaching the required theory and technic, in a basic way, but the theory work is mostly dry (not fun)
and students don't get enough note spelling work. This sets the stage for future problems if you

don't know what you're dealing with.A mediocre book, all in all- they just don't make things the way
they used to! I'll keep ordering my "old" lesson books and waiting 9 weeks for delivery...

Great learning books for children beginning piano. My daughter started lessons at age 3 and is now
6 years old. Her instructor has ONLY used this series of piano books (theory, piano, and
techniques) since she started and she is now able to play full songs with both hands, and
sometimes with accompaniment. She is proficient in reading music, playing, and technique up to the
level she has reached thus far. She is currently working on the pink level books.The books are full of
cute pictures that grab the attention of the little ones, worksheet type exercises or quizzes that are
easy for children to understand, and fun learning songs which some are very recognizable to the
kids such as twinkle twinkle little star.The books I've ordered have always come sooner than the
estimated date and in perfect condition. I highly recommend this series of piano books for the young
piano players.

Perfect for my 8 year old beginner, started with primer A Theory and Technic and has moved up to
Primer B. We use in conjunction with the Piano for the Young Beginner Primer B.

Great start for the little ones. They love the interaction of coloring/writing while learning to play. Easy
for them to learn step-by-step concepts. Colorful, fun pictures.

This is the second book of the Bastien Piano Basics and my son really was able to understand the
concepts and learn note reading and theory with the book!! I recommend it!

My five-year old daughter is learning theory very easily using this book. It is very age appropriate
and interesting for her.

I used this series to teach my younger siblings piano and am now using it to teach my children. I still
like it!

good book for piano playing. Teaching is rather simply put for young learner
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